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 image. zenmap can scan whole lan lazy_admin, sudo apt-get install gdm3 escott: have you used that recently? lazy_admin, yes i
have escott: hmm so you installed it and it then installed gdm? hi, i have a hard disk with bad sectors. it appears to be an HDD,

and I am going to replace it with an SSD, but now i have a problem with the partition table: for some reason gparted is not
seeing the partition table, it just shows 0 blocks and 100% usage. on the other hand, fdisk, pdisk and ubuntu live cd can see the
partition table. but gparted cannot. do you have any idea how to deal with this? anybody knows a good blog reader program for
ubuntu 10.04? lazy_admin, i don't use gdm but i know gdm3 is a transitional name to gdm and i installed it and rebooted and
went to the login screen how does the command ulimit, how does it work? Can someone give me a precise description of the
purpose of it and its command syntax? mehdi_: There is a program in synaptic called duck duck go. escott: ok, just checking,

thanks, btw there are two instances of gdm escott: one that sits in /var/lib/gdm/:0.X/ and one that sits in /var/lib/gdm/gdm1
escott: can you suggest a way to remove the gdm in /var/lib/gdm/gdm1 escott: i got rid of it, but the gdm in /var/lib/gdm/:0.X/
remains lazy_admin, sudo apt-get purge gdm escott: so if i try to install gdm, it tries to install an old gdm lazy_admin, do you

have a startup script that might be calling 82157476af
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